Abstract-Visual hand-gesture recognition is being increasingly desired for human-computer interaction interfaces. In many applications, hands only occupy about 10% of the image, whereas the most of it contains background, human face, and human body. Spatial localization of the hands in such scenarios could be a challenging task and ground truth bounding boxes need to be provided for training, which is usually not accessible. However, the location of the hand is not a requirement when the criteria is just the recognition of a gesture to command a consumer electronics device, such as mobiles phones and TVs. In this paper, a deep convolutional neural network is proposed to directly classify hand gestures in images without any segmentation or detection stage that could discard the irrelevant not-hand areas. The designed hand-gesture recognition network can classify seven sorts of hand gestures in a user-independent manner and on real time, achieving an accuracy of 97.1% in the dataset with simple backgrounds and 85.3% in the dataset with complex backgrounds.
when the hand only occupies a small part of the image (see Fig.  1 ). Many hand gesture recognition systems follow this approach. For example, a universal remote control system using hand gestures is presented in [5] , where the hands are segmented from the background by using motion and color skin information. Similarly, the color skin information is used to segment the hands in [6] for another generic hand-based remote control system, although in this case the camera is activated by a Pyroelectric Infrared (PIR) sensor to save energy consumption. In [7] , a visual hand gesture interface for TVs is proposed, where the hand location is inferred from the trajectory information computed via a particle filter framework.
Other examples are based on deep learning techniques that have proven a superior performance during the last years. In [12] the hand localization is jointly performed with the hand gesture recognition task, using a multi-resolution sliding window that densely selects image regions, and evaluates for each selection if a specific hand gesture is performed. Alternatively, some works [8] [9] [10] [11] first propose a reduced set of image regions that potentially can contain hands, and then send those regions to a classification system for the proper hand gesture inference. Region proposal based algorithms are more computationally efficient in dealing with hands of different sizes and locations than those based on a Tiny Hand Gesture Recognition without Localization via a Deep Convolutional Network Peijun Bao, Ana I. Maqueda, Carlos R. del-Blanco, and Narciso García multi-resolution sliding window. On the other hand, the proposed regions usually have different sizes, and therefore they need to be warped to a canonical size for the classification system, which results in unwanted distortions that can compromise the accuracy [13] . Commonly for both approaches, ground truth in the form of bounding boxes containing hands (besides the own hand gesture label) should be provided for training the classification system. This is particularly important since it is far more difficult to collect hand bounding boxes than hand gesture labels, due to the involved heavy manual labor to annotate the bounding boxes.
In this paper, a novel hand-gesture recognition system is proposed. It is able to directly recognize a hand gesture from the whole image without using any region proposal algorithm or sliding window mechanism, and therefore facing the problem of recognizing a pattern with relatively small size and random location embedded in clutter (upper body and background). The recognition system is based on a deep convolutional neural network (CNN) that can effectively recognize hand gestures in arbitrary positions that occupy a reduced image area in comparison with the surrounded background (including the own human face and body). For this purpose, one of the main guidelines for the design of CNN has been to deal with the potential overfitting problems that arise in such conditions [15] [16] , which usually derive in that the deep CNN only memorize the training data, and is unable to generalize to new data. Other major advantage of our system is that no bounding boxes are required for the training stage, which simplifies the collection of the training samples and the own training procedure. Moreover, the hand-gesture recognition system can operate in real-time because of the lack of the highly computational stages of region proposal or sliding window. Fig. 2 illustrates the two different methods to perform hand gesture recognition: with and without hand region proposal.
II. RELATED WORK

A. Hand Gesture Recognition
Different features have been proposed for the recognition of hand gestures, such as motion and skin color [5] [6], hand-crafted spatio-temporal descriptors [20] , articulated models, and trajectory based information [7] . These features are then processed by an inference algorithm that recognizes the specific hand gesture, such as Hidden Markov Models (HMM) [17] , Conditional Random Fields (CRF) [19] , Support Vector Machines (SVM) [21] [22] , and Convolutional Neural Networks (CNN) [12] . All of them have in common the localization of the hand in order to recognize the gesture. For example, the work presented in [22] describes a hand gesture recognition system that includes the following stages: hand segmentation for localization, feature extraction using a 2D shape descriptor, and classification based on SVMs.
B. Deep Convolutional Neural Networks
Recently, there has been a rapid and substantial development on deep convolutional neural networks. Most of state-of-the-art works that currently deal with classification, detection, and segmentation tasks are adopting the design of a deep CNN. For instance, deep CNN have been successfully applied to applications such as pedestrian detection [24] , face recognition [25] , and hand-gesture recognition [12] [23] . Focusing on hand gestures, the work presented in [12] introduces a 3D convolutional neural network to recognize dynamic hand gestures in video sequences where the hand occupies most of the image. The classification system consists of two sub-networks: a high-resolution network and a low-resolution one, each one containing four 3D-convolutional layers, four max-pooling layers, and three fully-connected layers. The two networks are then combined by multiplying element-wise their respective class-membership probabilities.
C. Small Object Recognition via Deep CNN
The Region-based convolutional neural network (R-CNN) approach [8] [9] [10] is an effective system to detect and classify small objects among complicate backgrounds in an image. Selective search is performed via a region proposal algorithm, extracting about 2,000 region proposals before the system warps these regions of different size to one canonical size. Then, it computes CNN features for each region proposal and classifies them via a SVM. However, the system cannot operate in real-time because of the heavy processing related with CNN feature computation and classification of the region proposals. At test-time, the hand gesture recognition takes more than 40 seconds per image. Moreover, the accuracy of classification is limited due to its dependence on the performance of the region proposal module and the distortion caused by the warping of each image region. Based on R-CNN, Faster R-CNN introduces a Region Proposal Network (RPN) as region proposal algorithm [10] . This algorithm uses a CNN to predict both foreground pixels on a coarse grid and the coordinates of the corresponding bounding box. The RPN can predict high-quality region-proposals, sharing neural network parameters with the other CNN used for the classification. Faster R-CNN can achieve compelling accuracy and speed. One requirement is that bounding boxes should be provided for training the RPN.
An alternative approach is to adopt a sliding window based detector [23] [24] [25] . CNN has been used in this way for at least two decades, especially for constrained object categories, such as faces, hands, and pedestrians. However, to reach a reasonable computational efficiency is necessary that the different appearances of the objects to be recognized share a common aspect ratio, which is not the case for hand gesture recognition. The aspect ratio problem can be addressed with mixture models, where each component specializes in a narrow band of aspect ratios, or even with bounding box regression. However, the associated computational cost increases.
III. HAND GESTURE RECOGNITION SYSTEM
The proposed system is able to directly recognize hand gestures from the whole image without using any image region selection framework. This is accomplished by a careful design of a deep CNN that can successfully recognize hand gestures performed in any location inside the image under the challenging situation that the hand that performs the gesture only takes up a reduced image area in comparison with the whole image. Even more, the image is cluttered by background objects, among others human faces and upper bodies. As a consequence, there are two main guidelines that have oriented the design of the developed deep CNN: hand region shrinking and overfitting.
The next sub-sections describe the developed deep CNN design, starting by how a CNN can detect patterns embedded in arbitrary locations in an image, continuing by addressing the region shrinking and the overfitting design restrictions, and ending with the description of the proposed CNN.
A. Detection of embedded patterns in an image
A CNN has a convolutional structure that restricts the neural connection between layers (acting as local receptive fields) and forces to share the same weights inside a layer. Therefore, all the neurons involved in convolutional filter operations at one layer detect exactly the same feature, but at different localizations in the input image. I.e., the filters are invariant to the translation of patterns inside the image. Namely, Conv(X + X0, W) = Conv(X, W) + X0, where X is the image, W is the filter, X0 is a translation, and Conv is the convolutional operation. Fig. 3 illustrates this mechanism, showing the output feature maps of a convolutional layer and some final detections.
B. Hand region shrinking
To get a high performance recognition system in a scenario where the pattern to be detected (the hand) is relatively small in comparison with the image size, it is very important to extract high-level abstract features from raw data. It is well-known that deeper networks allow to learn more powerful semantic representations. Therefore, the number of convolutional layers and pooling layers should be large enough for the ongoing recognition task. However, the reduced size of the hand inside the image produces a shrinking problem according the data travel deeper and deeper across the network. The effective activated area containing relevant hand information for classification task shrinks exponentially with the increasing number of layers. For example, setting a stride of 3 pixels for a two layer network composed by a convolutional and a pooling layer, the area of the output feature map would be reduced by a factor of 9. This behavior would produce that the information coming from the small hand regions would be dissolved by the surrounding background information in a few layers. To keep a high classification performance, a reasonable ratio between the feature map area and the hand gesture area should be kept. To enforce such condition, the following criteria is adopted in the CNN design: the stride values for the convolutional layers are set to only 1 (except for the first layer to improve the computational efficiency), and the stride values for the max-pooling layers are set to 2. When a stride value of 1 is set for the convolutional layers, there is no evident region shrinking. Thus, the area of the image is only reduced when max-pooling operation is used. Therefore, there should be multiple convolutional layers before each max-pooling layer in order to extract enough features for the classification, preventing an excessive hand region shrinking.
C. Overfitting
Overfitting is a common problem in machine learning [15] [16] . For the proposed hand recognition task, the region of interest is relatively small, causing misleading behaviors in the CNN learning, such as trying to infer the hand gesture from non-related image areas (for example the human body or the human face). Therefore, overfitting becomes a major problem in such conditions. For preventing this kind of behaviors, the (a) (b) (c) Fig. 3 . Detection of the same feature at different locations. Fig. 3(a) shows two images containing L-like shape hand gestures at different locations. Fig.  3(b) shows the corresponding feature maps generated by a convolutional filter associated to one layer of the neural network. Fig. 3(c) shows more examples where the strongest activation of the filter is detecting the L-like shape.
(a) (b) Fig. 4 . Architecture of the proposed deep CNN for hand gesture recognition separated in two parts, where (a) is the first one, and (b) the second part.
CNN design should restrict the number of network parameters. For this purpose, small convolutional filter sizes of 3x3 pixels have been adopted, except for the first layer that is 5x5 pixels. This leads to a significant improvement in the accuracy in comparison with larger filter sizes. Additionally, a dropout learning strategy [28] has been applied to the fully connected layers [26] with the same purpose of preventing overfitting. The dropout strategy randomly sets zero values to the network neuron's outputs to prevent the undesired effect of vanishing gradients. The network includes two dropout layers with a dropout ratio of 0.5 (50% probability of dropping the units along their connections) during training, which prevents units from co-adapting too much. This technique could be thought as an ensemble method via the sampling from a large number of different thinned networks. Finally, an early stopping criteria for the training has been adopted as soon as the performance on the validation data starts to decrease, which complements the set of measures oriented to avoid the overfitting.
D. Architecture
The proposed deep CNN design is composed by 9 convolutional layers, 4 pooling layers, 3 fully connected layers, interlaced with ReLU (Rectified Linear Unit) and dropout layers (see Fig. 4 ).
The first convolutional layer has a size of 5x5 and uses a stride of 3 for the sake of the computational efficiency. Consider as example an input image of 320x240 components, then the resulting output of the first convolutional layer would have a size of 106x79 components, which is much smaller than the input. This reduces the amount of processing in the following layers, making the CNN more affordable in both computational efficiency and memory requirement. The rest of convolutional layers have a size of 3x3 and use a stride value of 1, while the pooling layers have a stride value of 2 (as indicated in section III.B).
Next, a first fully connected layer is used that receives an output of 64x7x5 elements and contains 128 neurons. This is followed by a ReLU and a dropout layer. Then, a second fully connected layer is connected, receiving the previous 128-dimensional output of the first fully connected layer, and again containing 128 neurons. This is similarly followed by a ReLU and a dropout layer. Next, a third fully connected layer is used, which computes the mapping to the final classes for hand gesture recognition.
Finally, the output of the last fully connected layer is fed to a soft-max layer that assigns a probability for each class. The prediction itself is made by taking the class with maximal probability for the given input image.
IV. EXPERIMENTS
The proposed hand gesture recognition system based on a deep CNN has been implemented using an open-source framework [27] . Training was performed on a GPU with 1664 cores, base clock of 1050MHz, and a memory of 4 GB.
A. Dataset Preparation
A dataset [28] Fig. 1 ). Every instantiation of one gesture is composed by about 1,400 frames, and the gestures are performed in different locations in the image. To augment data, synthetic translations have been performed over the whole images, obtaining a total number of 500,000 hand gesture samples for training. For each image, human face and human body are the main parts of the image, while the hand gesture to be classified only occupies the 10% of pixels the whole image. To get a reliable result, people who appear in the testing set are totally different from the training set. Cross-validation strategies are adopted, each one with 25 people for training, 5 person for validation, and 10 people for testing.
B. Image Preprocessing
The convolutional layers before the first pooling layers are the bottleneck of the computational efficiency and memory requirements. In order to make a real-time classification, the 640 x 480 images are downsampled to 320 x 240, and converted to gray scale. Thus, the number of parameters in the first convolutional layer drops 12 times than the one without the preprocessing. The proposed network has been also applied to the original RGB images, resulting in no evident improvement in performance, but with a slower speed in both training phase and testing phase.
C. Results
Network training is quite fast, requiring only ~50 minutes on GPU. Hand gesture classification on a single image using the proposed network requires about 2.96 milliseconds (ms) on GPU. Classification running times can be substantially improved by running the network on images batches (requiring 0.73 ms per image with a batch size of 256). Table I and II presents the confusion matrix for the hand gesture classification using the dataset in [28] . In general, the deep CNN can classify the hand gesture accurately, with average accuracy of 97.1% in the images with simple backgrounds and 85.3% in the images with complex backgrounds. Table III shows the comparison result of the proposed model with AlexNet [29] and VGG19 [30] in the images with simple backgrounds and complex backgrounds. The proposed model outperforms AlexNet in both the computational time and the average accuracy. On the other hand, VGG19 has a similar accuracy with the proposed network in images with simple backgrounds, but the accuracy is worst in complex backgrounds. And also, it spends more time to process an image. Fig . 5 shows some notable example of correct classification. The size and shape of the gestures in Fig. 5 (a) and (b) differ significantly, and despite this fact the system can effectively predict correct classifications. In Fig. 5(c) , the illumination and resolution have evident changes, but the system proves to be still robust. Fig. 6 shows some misclassifications. They are mistakes caused by the simultaneous appearance of a second hand in the image. Mistakes can also occurs when a part of a hand gesture is cropped, and therefore invisible.
V. CONCLUSIONS
Differently from many previous methods that address the hand gesture recognition using hand localization information, the proposed deep CNN can classify hand gestures from the whole image without any hand localization information. The deep CNN does not rely on any region proposal algorithm or sliding window strategy, favoring the real-time operation. This strategy has also significant advantages for the creation of the training database and the own learning procedure, since no bounding boxes specifying hand regions are necessary. The presented approach is very appealing for the practical and real-time recognition of gestures that can command a consumer electronics device, such as mobiles phones and TVs, since it is more affordable and efficient than other approaches both in speed and memory.
